HIGH-QUALITY MODELS FOR TRUE COLLECTORS

1:8 SCALE
DIE-CAST METAL BODY
OFFICIALLY LICENSED

NISSAN
DE LOREAN MOTOR COMPANY
Mercedes-Benz
ASTON MARTIN
Cadillac
Ford Mustang

EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/DIECASTCLUB
The Die-Cast Club is one of the most luxurious garages in the world with the highest quality 1:8 scale models.

**Build the Ghostbusters Ecto-1**
Build the stunningly accurate 1:8 scale replica of Ecto-1 from the Ghostbusters movies. The model is based on careful study of the original 1959 Cadillac Miller-Meteor ambulance used in the classic 1984 film.

**Build the Back to the Future DeLorean**
Build your very own 1:8 scale replica of Doc Brown’s notorious Back to the Future DeLorean!

**James Bond’s DB5**
Get your martinis and tuxedos ready. This Aston Martin model features working gadgets straight from Goldfinger.

**Eleanor**
Build this unique 1:8 scale die-cast replica of the Mustang Eleanor, the star car in the 2000 remake of GONE IN 60 SECONDS.
**GHOSTBUSTERS ECTO-1**

**THE MODEL**

Packed with authentic details inside and out, this 1:8 scale replica of the ECTO-1 is the collector’s item that Ghostbusters fans have been waiting for! The model is based on careful study of the original 1959 Cadillac Miller-Meteor ambulance used in the classic 1984 film. It comes together in satisfying monthly installments to create a high-quality display model with an array of working features.

---

**HEADLIGHTS AND PARKING LAMPS**

ECTO-1’s headlights and parking lamps can be activated by pressing a switch on the dashboard.

**SIREN AND EMERGENCY LIGHTS**

The five beacon lights, two bars of rotating police lights, and the siren on the roof all work.

---

**FREE-STANDING STRETCHER**

The back of the ECTO-1 even contains the gurney, which you can slide out of the rear of the vehicle.

**PKE-DETENTION ARRAY**

The ECTO-1’s spook-detecting roof rack is screen-accurate, and several of the parts are moveable.

---

[EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/ECTO1]
GHOSTBUSTERS ECTO-1

YOUR RISK-FREE TRIAL OFFER

Your first shipment comes with a fact-packed magazine, exploring every aspect of the ECTO-1! You’ll also receive your first two sets of authentic model parts, along with a step-by-step assembly guide. Every subsequent monthly shipment will come with another photo-filled magazine, complete with build instructions and four sets of precision-engineered model parts.

MAGAZINE ISSUES 1 & 2
PLUS FREE PULL-OUT POSTER
AND AUTHENTIC MODEL PARTS

ONLY $1.95 +FREE SHIPPING

HOW IT WORKS

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
ORDER TODAY for only $1.95 to be among the first to build your model! Your order includes issues 1 & 2 and a FREE poster.

REGULAR SHIPMENTS
After your 1st shipment, get new issues (parts and magazines) delivered to your door each month for only $10.90 + $2.45 shipping per issue.

EXCLUSIVE FREE GIFTS!
Get exclusive free gifts valued over $100! Platinum subscribers also get the Crystal Case & Lighting Kit for the display case.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Build, enjoy, and relax. Your subscription is risk-free. Cancel your subscription any time. No questions asked.

EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/ECTO1
GHOSTBUSTERS ECTO-1

EXCLUSIVE GIFTS WITH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION, WORTH OVER $100!

MAGAZINE BINDER
EXCLUSIVE CAP
EXCLUSIVE T-SHIRT
DISPLAY BASE
"ECTO-1" LICENSE PLATE

MAGAZINES AND STEP-BY-STEP VIDEO GUIDES
STRAIGHTFORWARD INSTRUCTIONS THAT SHOW YOU EXACTLY HOW TO CONSTRUCT YOUR MODEL!

UPGRADE TO THE PLATINUM SUBSCRIPTION
GET YOUR CRYSTAL CASE AND LIGHTING KIT FOR JUST $1 EXTRA PER ISSUE!

EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/ECTO1
BUILD THE
BACK
TO THE FUTURE
DELOREAN

1:8 SCALE
DELOREAN TIME MACHINE

THE MODEL
The model is a scale replica of Doc Brown’s DeLorean time machine from the Back to the Future trilogy. It is 1:8 scale, and is principally constructed of die-cast metal. All Doc’s modifications have been carefully recreated from the nuclear reactor to the cables on the floor, and the model has a wealth of lights. You even have the option to build the versions that appeared in the sequels.

TILTING WHEELS
The wheels can be tilted to create the version of the car that flies in Back to the Future II.

TIME CIRCUITS
The time circuits light up and are pre-set with all the important dates from the first movie.

V6 ENGINE REPLICA
Underneath Doc Brown’s nuclear reactor sits a fully detailed replica of an actual DeLorean V6 engine.

GULLWING DOORS
DeLorean has lights on the sides of the gullwing doors and one inside the hood, illuminating the luggage compartment.

EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/DELOREAN
YOUR RISK-FREE TRIAL OFFER

Your first shipment comes with a fact-packed magazine, exploring every aspect of the DeLorean! You’ll also receive your first two sets of authentic model parts, along with a step-by-step assembly guide all for only $1.95. You’ll also get a FREE exploded diagram poster! Every subsequent monthly shipment will come with another photo-filled magazine, complete with build instructions and four sets of precision-engineered model parts.

ONLY $1.95 + FREE SHIPPING

MAGAZINE
ISSUES 1 & 2

EXPLODED
DIAGRAM POSTER

AND AUTHENTIC
MODEL PARTS

HOW IT WORKS

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Subscribe risk-free to start building your DeLorean for only $1.95 + FREE SHIPPING.

REGULAR SHIPMENTS
Get new issues delivered to your door each month for only $10.90 + $2.45 shipping per issue.

EXCLUSIVE FREE GIFTS!
Get exclusive subscriber gifts valued over $120 when you subscribe.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Build, enjoy, and relax. Cancel any time. No questions asked.

EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/DELOREAN
DELOREAN TIME MACHINE

EXCLUSIVE GIFTS WITH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION, WORTH OVER $120!

Receive these exclusive Back to the Future DeLorean gifts during your subscription.

MAGAZINE BINDER
Keep your magazine in pristine condition in this collector's binder, exclusive to this collection.

EXCLUSIVE T-SHIRT
If you're going to wear a t-shirt, wear it in style! Everyone else will wish they had gone back in time to snag their own!

DELOREAN DISPLAY BASE
Show off your stunning 1:8 scale replica of the Back to the Future DeLorean on this high-quality display base, crafted exclusively for this collection.

"OUTATIME" LICENSE PLATE
A perfectly designed and embossed tin-plate replica of the iconic OUTATIME license plate, perfect to display at home or in your car!

EASY TO BUILD, STEP-BY-STEP MAGAZINES AND VIDEO GUIDES
With each set of parts, you will receive a highly illustrated, full-color magazine with detailed assembly instructions and fascinating behind the scenes facts about both the car and the movie.

EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/DELOREAN
IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT

The dashboard is a scale replica of the real thing: the steering wheel actually turns the wheels and the entire dashboard lights up at the press of a button. The horn works, too.

GEARSTICK

Flip the top of the gearstick to access the hidden button for the working ejector seat. The console for the tracking device lights up and flashes to plot the position of Goldfinger's car.

ROTATING LICENSE PLATES

The car is fitted with rotating back and front license plates that show three different registrations - British, French and Swiss.

TIRE SLASHERS

In Goldfinger, rear tire scythes burst the wheels of Tilly Masterson’s Mustang. On your model, the slashers can be extended out and pushed back in.

THE MODEL

The model includes all the additional features that were seen in Goldfinger, from the rotating tire slashers to the ejector seat. Also includes concealed machine guns, rotating license plates, bulletproof screen, working horn, retractable overrides, concealed weapons drawer and working lights.

EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/DB5
YOUR RISK-FREE TRIAL OFFER

Your first shipment comes with a fact-packed magazine, exploring every aspect of the DB5! You’ll also receive your first two sets of authentic model parts, along with a step-by-step assembly guide all for only $1.95. You’ll also get a FREE pull-out poster! Every subsequent monthly shipment will come with another photo-filled magazine, complete with build instructions and four sets of precision-engineered model parts.

MAGAZINE
ISSUES 1 & 2

FREE PULL-OUT
POSTER

AND AUTHENTIC
MODEL PARTS

HOW IT WORKS

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER
Subscribe risk-free to start building your DB5 for only $1.95 + FREE SHIPPING.

REGULAR
SHIPMENTS
Get new issues delivered to your door each month for only $10.90 + $2.45 shipping per issue.

EXCLUSIVE
FREE GIFTS!
Get exclusive subscriber gifts valued over $95 when you subscribe.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
Build, enjoy, and relax. Cancel any time. No questions asked.

EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/DB5
EXCLUSIVE GIFTS WITH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION, WORTH OVER $95!

Receive these exclusive Aston Martin DB5 gifts during your subscription.

- **Aston Martin DB5 Poster**: Shows the complete build with a breakdown of each part of your Aston Martin DB5.
- **Blueprint of Build**: See the design all at once in the 4x Part Identification Sheets.
- **Magazine Binder**: Collect all your magazines and instructions in this convenient binder.
- **Aston Martin DB5 1:43 scale**: Get the 1:43 scale version of your die-cast model in a specially-recreated scene from Goldfinger.
- **Display Base**: As your DB5 comes together, you'll receive your display base to showcase your build.

EASY TO BUILD, STEP-BY-STEP MAGAZINES AND VIDEO GUIDES

With each set of parts, you will receive a highly illustrated, full-color magazine with detailed assembly instructions and fascinating behind the scenes facts about both the car and the movie.

EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/DB5
THE MODEL

Authentic in every detail, your magnificent 1:8 scale model is an exact replica of the beautiful Eleanor – star of the 2000 movie Gone in 60 Seconds. Made from die-cast metal and other high-quality materials, this is the first-ever 1:8 scale build-up model of this screen icon. Features include working lights, open-and-close hood, trunk and doors, turning wheels and much more.

REAR LIGHTS

All the lights on the car work and can be activated by a button on the dashboard.

NITROUS TANK

Pop open the trunk and there’s the nitrous oxide tank, just like in the movie. “We saved the best for last…”

AUTHENTIC DETAILS

From the pepper grey paint scheme to the design of the gauges, nothing has been overlooked.

"GO BABY GO" GEARSHIFT

Working replica of the Eleanor’s signature gearshift as seen in the movie.
YOUR RISK-FREE TRIAL OFFER

Your first shipment arrives with a full-color, expertly produced magazine that explores every aspect of the Eleanor and Gone in 60 Seconds! You’ll also receive your first two sets of authentic model parts and a step-by-step assembly guide.

ONLY $1.95 +FREE SHIPPING

EXCLUSIVE GIFTS WORTH OVER $100!

HEATED TRAVEL MUG  EXCLUSIVE POSTER  DISPLAY BASE  LICENSE PLATE

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Subscribe risk free to start building your Mustang Eleanor for only $1.95 + FREE SHIPPING.

REGULAR SHIPMENTS
Get your magazine and parts delivered to your door each month for only $10.90 + $2.45 shipping per issue.

EXCLUSIVE FREE GIFTS!
Get exclusive subscriber gifts valued over $100 when you subscribe.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Build, enjoy, and relax. Cancel any time. No questions asked.

COLLECTOR’S MAGAZINES
Each magazine provides clear instructions with which to build your authentic 1:8 scale replica of the Eleanor.

EN-US.EAGLEMOSS.COM/ELEANOR
BUILD THE 1967 MUSTANG

STARRING IN

ELEANOR

GONE IN 60 SECONDS

LARGE SCALE

1:8